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Antidot materials, i.e., two-dimensional nanostructures with a periodic array of nanopores, are of great scientific

1

2
interest due to their unique nanomagnetic properties and their potential application in storage devices. It is well
known that physical properties of antidots are directly linked to the diameter of nanopores and their spacing, as
well as to the morphology and the localizations of chemical species. However, due to their nanoscale size, their
characterization remains challenging. Here, we present a detailed investigation of the morphology and presence
of oxide species in antidots as a function of the pore diameter using polarized x-ray absorption spectroscopy. For
this study we synthesized and characterized Cu(10 nm)/Co(12 nm)/Cu(10 nm) sputtered antidots, fabricated by
the double-anodization technique assisted by atomic layer deposition. The pore size ranged from 20 to 80 nm,
with a fixed interpore distance (105 nm). An unholed multilayer deposited on Si/SiO2 was also investigated for
comparison. We observed a clear correlation between the increase of pore diameter and the enhancement of oxide
content from three different x-ray absorption near edge structure analysis methods. Polarized XAS allowed us to
localize the CoO nanorings inside the pores. We propose that the CoO formation is directly related to the crescent
shape of the multilayer deposit inside the pores. The coercivity of antidots is enhanced by increasing the magnetic
atomic proportion in the periphery of nanopores. The structural observations were also used to develop a simple
model in order to estimate the proportion of atoms inside the pores and on the top of the antidots as a function
of the interpore distance, the hole diameter, and the penetration length of deposition inside the pores. This model
can be easily used in the literature for estimating the atomic species deposited on antidots.
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I. INTRODUCTION29

Nano-objects are of great industrial and scientific interest30

in many fields. Indeed, they present key elements employed31

in electronic devices using in particular magnetic elements.32

Nanocompounds studied over the last two decade are antidots33

or nanopores, which constitute two-dimensional nanostruc-34

tures in geometrically ordered arrays presenting the counter-35

parts to dot nanostructures [1–4]. The physical properties of36

antidots are known to be directly linked to both the diameter37

of nanopores and to their spacing, which represent the key38

parameters in the design of antidots for industrial applications39

(see [5] for review).40

Magnetic properties of antidots have received widespread41

attention due to their applications in magnetoresistance [6] and42

magnetic hardening [7–10] effects, high density data storage43

[11,12], and magnetic devices [13–15]. They bear several44

advantages over the conventional dots system, including the45

absences of a super-paramagnetic lower limit of the bit size, the46

preservation of magnetic properties, large-area fabrication at47

low cost, and the absence of damage caused by nanofabrication48

processes. Several previous studies aimed at establishing the49

relation between the antidot size and distribution to the nano-50

magnetic properties; see for example [7–10] and references51

therein. This foregoing research has been limited to antidots52

with relatively large pore size (d) of around 0.1–20 μm and 53

with interpore distances (p, periodic array) of 0.2–50 μm, 54

by implementing physical synthesis methods [7–11,16,17]. 55

However, in order to reach magnetic recording properties that 56

are suitable for industrial applications, small pore sizes below 57

<100 nm together with a sufficiently large p value of ≈100 nm 58

are required [12], leading to a p/d ratio higher than 1. 59

The pioneer work of Masuda et al. [18] has enabled the 60

fabrication of ordered pore sizes below 100 nm using a two- 61

step-anodization method. The choice of acid solution presents 62

a key factor in this process as it determines the resulting d 63

and p of the antidot array. The use of sulfuric acid in the 64

anodizing process induces low d and moderate p values of 65

typically 7–46 nm and 60 nm, respectively [19]. Oxalic acid 66

in turn leads to both higher d and p values of 35–66 nm 67

and 105 nm, respectively [20]. Although this method clearly 68

achieves d values below 100 nm, its major limitation is the 69

strong coupling between d and p values, which both increase 70

linearly with the anodizing potential. It is therefore impossible 71

to constantly reduce the pore diameter by keeping the interpore 72

distance constant using this chemical method. 73

For real industrial applications, such as data storage, the 74

pore dimensions have to be reduced to a few nanometers while 75

maintaining a weak coupling between pores. The ratio p/d 76
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should be far ideally greater than one [21] for this situation77

to occur. However, the practical realization of such antidot78

structures, with a highly ordered arrangement of pores, remains79

extremely challenging and only a few studies have realized80

such antidots to date. For example, Chuang et al. [22] reported81

on multilayered Co/Cu/NiFe porous films with d = 12–17 nm82

and p = 26–40 nm by using a block copolymer template.83

Unfortunately, this technique requires multiple steps, including84

heat treatment and reactive ion etching that result in a weak p/d85

ratio close to 2. In comparison, elevated p/d ratios of up to 986

have been recently realized by Rahman et al. [19] on antidots87

with very small hole diameters of d ≈ 7 nm and with p close88

to 60 nm. However, these antidots remain structurally prob-89

lematic as their pore distribution is not perfectly hexagonal,90

the pore opening shapes are not circular, and the thickness of91

the alumina membrane is very thin (0.5 μm). Present synthesis92

methods need to be refined in order to achieve highly ordered93

and round-shaped antidots with low d values (several nm) and94

simultaneously high p values (at least 100 nm).95

In this paper, we have implemented a method to fabricate96

pores size in the thick alumina substrate (60 μm) of Cu/Co/Cu97

antidots ranging between 17 and 78 nm at a constant p value98

of 105 nm (p/d ratio ranging from 1.4–6.2). This synthesis99

procedure is based on the two-step-anodization method com-100

bined with an additional atomic layer deposition step [21].101

The high p/d ratios of antidots achieved with the present102

approach meet the demands of nanodevice applications. Local103

structural and chemical information has been obtained from104

quantitative x-ray absorption spectroscopy in the XANES105

(x-ray absorption near edge spectroscopy) range. Indeed,106

among the common structural characterization methods, such107

as scanning electron microscopy [12,19,20,23–37], atomic108

force microscopy [20,32,38–40], x-ray diffraction [29,30], and109

Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy [34,36], only a few110

investigation tools such as XANES, as well as transmission111

electron microscopy [12,19,31,33,35,38], allow us to distin-112

guish the chemical nature of materials on the surface of antidots113

from those around the periphery of the nanopores.114

In our work, we found that Co atoms are oxidized mainly115

around the inner pore rims forming therefore CoO nanorings.116

This result is is in agreement with findings of previous studies117

on the oxidation of Co and Fe in ultrathin metallic layers118

[41–43]. We also found a linear relationship between the pore119

diameter and the atomic fraction of oxide rings, allowing us120

therefore to tune the oxide part during the synthesis. Moreover,121

we have developed a simple model to spatially localize the Co122

and CoO components in our antidots using the observations123

made from our XANES data as well as atomic force mi-124

croscopy (AFM) observations. Furthermore, our model allows125

a quantitative determination of atoms around the pores as well126

as on the antidot surface, which is of great potential interest127

to the community employing antidots. This morphological128

and structural information is crucial for the understanding of129

magnetic properties of antidots [44], as well as other physical130

properties reported in the literature on these materials, and is131

therefore of great interest for antidot applications in general.132

The present paper is organized as follows: Section II133

employs experimental synthesis methods, and structural char-134

acterization techniques of antidots are described. Section III135

describes results on the quantitative analysis of the CoO136

content from x-ray absorption spectroscopy. Section IV is 137

dedicated to the local structure and morphology of antidots 138

from AFM and polarized XAS observations. Finally, in Sec. V, 139

a model is presented to describe the structural and morpholog- 140

ical properties of antidots which are directly related to their 141

magnetic properties such as the coercivity. A very simple 142

model is developed to calculate the proportions of atoms 143

deposited on both the top and the periphery of pores. 144

II. EXPERIMENTS 145

A. Antidot preparation 146

In order to prepare antidot arrays, an anodic alumina 147

membrane (AAM) was prepared by the two-step anodization 148

process [18]. After mechanically polishing to a mirror-like 149

aspect and electropolishing at 30 V for 2 minutes in a perchloric 150

acid/methanol mixture (1/4 in volume) at 0 ◦C, high-purity 151

(99.999%) aluminum foils were anodized in a 0.5 M oxalic acid 152

with a constant potential of 40 V and temperature around 16 ◦C. 153

The first and second anodizations were performed during 17 h 154

and 7 h, respectively, which led to templates with a thickness 155

of 60 μm, and hole diameter and interpore distance of 40 and 156

105 nm, respectively. Then a pore opening/widening treatment 157

in a phosphoric acid solution at 35 ◦C was applied during 158

an etching time (tetching) that was varied between 30 and 90 159

minutes. This procedure permitted us to obtain a pore diameter 160

larger than the native diameter which is close to 40 nm for 30 161

minutes etching time. In order to obtain pores with a diameter 162

smaller than the native one, an alumina deposit was performed 163

using atomic layer deposition (ALD) in exposure mode, with 164

trimethylaluminum and water as precursors [21]. Two native 165

samples were selected where the hole diameter was further 166

reduced by applying two ALD cycles numbers (Nbcycles) 167

of 75 and 100. Finally, Cu(10 nm)/Co(12 nm)/Cu(10 nm) 168

trilayers were sputtered on all templates to obtain the antidot 169

arrays. Such multilayer compositions exhibit exchange bias 170

effects at low temperature and double magnetic loops, as 171

identified for example in [Cu(10 nm)/Co(8 nm)/Cu(10 nm)] 172

[41]. Additionally, during the deposition of the antidot arrays, 173

a substrate of Si/SiO2 was used to produce continuous trilayers 174

for comparison. In order to provide one unique batch of 175

samples with similar substrate properties the sputtering process 176

was performed on all 7 substrates at the same time, with a base 177

pressure of approximately 6.0 × 10−8 mbar, an argon pressure 178

of 3.0 × 10−3 mbar, a deposition temperature of around 20 ◦C, 179

and deposition rates of 0.05 and 0.10 nm/s for Co and Cu, 180

respectively. 181

B. Electron microscopy 182

After the multilayer sputtering process, all samples were 183

analyzed using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to mea- 184

sure the pore diameter and the interpore distance. Figure 1 185

shows top view images of four selected Cu/Co/Cu samples 186

having different d values. We observed for all samples a 187

hexagonal arrangement of holes with a constant periodicity of 188

≈105 nm in good agreement with what is commonly obtained 189

with the two-step anodizing procedure in oxalic acid at 40 V. 190

The ALD-treated template (Nbcycles = 100) [Fig. 1(a)] clearly 191

006000-2
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100 nm100 nm

100 nm 100 nm

tetching= 36 minutes + 100 ALD tetching= 36 minutes

tetching= 60 minutes tetching= 90 minutes

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 1. SEM images of Cu(10 nm)/Co(12 nm)/Cu(10 nm) sput-
tered on alumina membranes with different pore diameters, where the
etching time tetching is indicated. For the lowest tetching [36 minutes,3
panel (b)], an atomic layer deposition process was added to the
double-anodization process, with 100 as the number of ALD cycles,
leading to a reduction of the pore diameter (a).

displays a strong reduction of pore diameter from 42.6 nm192

[Fig. 1(b)] down to 17.0 nm [Fig. 1(a)].193

Figure 2 summarizes the evolution of the hole diameter d194

as a function of deposition parameters. Here, d values in the195

range from 42.6–78.2 nm are plotted as a function of tetching in196

the bottom right part, while the top left part of Fig. 2 shows the197

relation of low d values (17–42.6 nm) as a function of Nbcycles.198

A linear relationship is found between d and Nbcycles, as well199

as between d and tetching at least up to tetching = 70 minutes.200

We found d ≈1.08(±0.01) + 0.09(±0.01) × tetching for tetching201

in the 36–70 min range and d ≈ 42.3(0.7) − 0.24(0.01) ×202

Nbcycles for tetching < 36 min. The linearity of pore diameter203

with pore widening time has been already described for (Co/Pt)204

FIG. 2. Pore size d versus etching time tetching (bottom right)
and versus Nbcycles (top left) for Cu(10 nm)/Co(12 nm)/Cu(10 nm)
sputtered on alumina membranes. The low d values (<40 nm)
are obtained by combining double-anodization and atomic layer
deposition techniques.4

perpendicular antidot arrays [19]. In our study, a saturation 205

of hole diameter seems to occur for the high tetching regime 206

above 70 minutes evidenced by the deviation from the linearity 207

between d and tetching. We therefore conclude that the double- 208

anodization technique using such fabrication of membranes 209

does not allow obtaining d values greater than ≈80 nm as 210

observed in Refs. [25,26]. Indeed, the reason that may lead to 211

a saturation of d is the space available between two consecutive 212

holes, which is p − d where p is close to 100 nm. By increasing 213

d and keeping constant p, this distance is reduced up to 0. 214

Consequently, d reaches a maximum value for a network 215

with a fixed p parameter, around d = p ≈ 100 nm. Here, the 216

maximum d value reaches ≈80 nm lower than the previewed 217

one, indicating that the stabilization of the hexagonal network 218

is stabilized up to 80% of the maximum value. 219

C. XAS 220

We employed polarized x-ray absorption spectroscopy in 221

order to study in detail the Co-oxide layer forming inside 222

the pores on the ultrathin deposition layers, as developed in 223

Refs. [42,43]. X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) is a pow- 224

erful technique to provide information on the local chemical 225

and structural environment of selected chemical species. In 226

particular, the x-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) 227

is sensitive to the symmetry and the three-dimensional arrange- 228

ment of neighboring atoms surrounding the absorbing atom. 229

Polarization-dependent XANES measurements additionally 230

allow the possibility of distinguishing between bonding char- 231

acteristics in the plane of the surface and those perpendicular 232

to it (linear dichroism). 233

XAS measurements at the Co K edge (7.71 keV) were con- 234

ducted at the French CRG beamline BM30B and the beamline 235

BM23 at the ESRF (Grenoble, France) using a double-crystal 236

monochromator equipped with two Si(220) and two Si(111) 237

crystals, having an energy resolution of approximately 0.4 eV 238

and 1 eV, for BM30B and BM23, respectively. The energy was 239

scanned between 7650 eV and 8550 eV. On BM23, ionization 240

chambers filled with appropriate gas mixtures were used to 241

measure the incoming beam intensity. On BM30B this mea- 242

surement was ensured using Si photodiodes collecting photons 243

scattered by a Kapton foil. Emitted fluorescence signals were 244

detected using a 30 and a 13 element germanium solid state 245

detector at BM30B and BM23, respectively, placed at 90◦ from 246

the incoming beam. Bulk Co, CoO, and Co3O4 references 247

were also used for comparison. For all measurements, the 248

energy calibration of the two beamlines was done with the 249

same method by measuring the XAS spectrum of a Co metallic 250

foil. For the angular measurements, the sample was mounted 251

on a precision goniometer and rotated from normal incidence 252

by 45◦ and 80◦ (see Fig. 3). These measurement geometries 253

allowed sampling an average of chemical bonds oriented 254

parallel and perpendicular to the surface (α = 45◦ rotation) 255

as well as bonds oriented mainly perpendicular to the antidot 256

surface [α = 80◦ rotation, Fig. 3(c)] (see red arrows indicating 257

probed bonding direction in Fig. 3). Here, the angle is defined 258

between the electric field vector (�ε in green in Fig. 3) of 259

the linear polarized incoming x-ray beam and the surface 260

of the aluminum template. After background subtraction of 261

the absorption spectra by linear extrapolation of the pre-edge 262

006000-3
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Cu/Co/Cu
Cu/Co/Cu

Incoming 
X-ray beam

Electric field 
vector

Probed 
bonding
direction

α

(c) α = 80°(b) α = 45°
(a) Normal 
incidence

α = 0°z x

y

Ge-Detector Ge-DetectorGe-Detector

α

Antidot surface

Al2O3

Cu/Co/Cu

100 nm

FIG. 3. Schematic view of the measurement geometries employed for polarized XAS. The alumina template is represented in yellow with
a pore diameter of 50 nm and interpore distance of 105 nm (scale is shown on the lower left). The Cu/Co/Cu deposition appears in gray
(thickness not at the scale). The angle α is defined between the electric field vector (�ε in green) of the linear polarized incoming x-ray beam
and the surface of the aluminum template (blue arrow). In normal incidence geometry α equals 0◦ and the bond directions (red arrows) probed
are parallel to the surface (a). For the present experiments, α was set to 45◦ and 80◦ to probe an average of bond directions perpendicular and
parallel to the surface [panel (b), α = 45◦] and only those bonds oriented almost perpendicular to the template surface [panel (c), α = 80◦].

region, the spectra were normalized in the high energy range263

[extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS), not shown264

here] using the program Athena [45]. In the following, first265

measurements conducted at 45◦ are discussed and in the second266

part compared with those obtained at 80◦.267

III. QUANTIFICATION OF OXIDE CONTENT268

Figure 4 shows the normalized Co K-edge XANES spectra269

obtained at α = 45◦ for the six nanosubstrates with different270

antidot pore diameters d together with the bulk reference271

spectra including Co, CoO, and Co3O4. The three insets in272

Fig. 4 highlight specific XANES regions in which spectral273

features change significantly with increasing pore diameter.274

A first observation is the good agreement between the275

absorption signals of the unholed sample (pink spectra Fig. 4,276

continuous multilayer) with the one of pure bulk Co (red277

spectra Fig. 4). This agreement suggests a majority of Co-Co278

bonds in the Co layer most likely due to the enhanced thickness279

(12 nm). We note, however, that Co-Cu bonds cannot be280

distinguished as those elements have very similar scattering281

amplitudes. Another important observation is the continuous282

change of distinct XANES features with increasing pore diam-283

eter highlighted in Fig. 4 with letters A (pre-edge), B (white284

line), and D (first EXAFS oscillations). Starting from these285

features, the sample spectra evolve progressively from the Co286

metal spectrum (red) towards the CoO bulk spectrum (black).287

Interestingly, the normalized absorption signal of all spectra288

coincide at certain energies (i.e., point C and other points). This289

indicates that these are isosbestic points and that all sample290

spectra are related linearly to the two reference spectra via291

differences in concentration and therefore contribution to the292

total absorption signal, within the uncertainty of the possible293

Co-Cu bond. The observation on the XANES features suggests294

that Co metal dominates in the substrate layers, and that the295

increase of d progressively leads to the oxidation of the Co296

layer and formation of CoO. As proposed in [41], the oxidation 297

process could be preferentially favored in the vicinity of the 298

antidot, where the overall thickness of the trilayer is reduced 299

due to the crescent shape gradient in thickness of the deposit. 300

This particular crescent shape of the membrane around pores 301

is also reported in Refs. [46,47]. It is therefor likely that the 302

oxidation is preferentially located in the vicinity of the opening 303

of the nanopores, where the covering of the protective Cu layer 304

is reduced. 305

FIG. 4. Normalized Co K-edge XANES spectra of antidots with
different pore size d , as well as the bulk CoO and Co metal reference
spectra collected at α = 45◦. Letters from A to D delineate spectral
regions of interest that are zoomed in the inlets on the right side. Black
arrows in the inlets delineate the evolution of XANES spectra with
increasing pore diameter d (from orange to blue). Note the similarities
between the unholed sample (pink) and the Co metal reference (red)
as well as the divergence of sample spectra towards the CoO reference
spectra (gray) with increasing pore size.

006000-4
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FIG. 5. White line (WL) intensity of the normalized Co K-edge
sample spectra as a function of pore diameter d (left y axis) deduced
from Fig. 4. The right y axis presents the extracted concentration of
oxide content c(CoO) versus pore diameter d assuming a progressive
oxidation of metallic Co in the nanopores. d = 0 corresponds to the
unholed multilayer, the angle α (between �ε and layer plane) being
equal to 45◦.5

These progressive changes in the XANES characteristics306

can be used to extract the volumetric proportions between Co307

and CoO in the antidots. Presently, only a few studies report on308

such qualitative and quantitative XANES investigations of thin309

layers composed of metallic and oxidized Co [42,44], while310

far more studies exist on Fe and FeO bearing thin layers (see311

for review [43]). Common methods to determine the degree312

of oxidation in nanometric multilayers are the compassion of313

sample spectral shifts in white line intensity and edge energy314

position compared to standard spectra. These methods have315

been for example used in Refs. [43,48] to quantify the oxide316

fraction of ultrathin iron and cobalt layers (8 Å and 6 Å),317

respectively. Another method is the linear combination fitting318

of the entire XANES region, which has been recently applied319

for Co thin films (4–20 Å) grown on α − Fe2O3(0001) single320

crystals [42]. We have employed all three methods to extract321

the oxide content from experimental spectra (first 45◦ and then322

80◦ geometry) which also allowed evaluating their reliability.323

A. White line analysis324

The progressive increase of the white line intensity (WL)325

of sample spectra (see B in Fig. 4) was used to determine the326

fraction of CoO [c(CoO)] as a function of the pore diameter327

d (Fig. 5) following the procedure of Ref. [42]. The left328

side of Fig. 5 plots the extracted absolute WL intensities of329

normalized sample spectra versus the pore diameter, revealing330

a linear relationship. In order to estimate the oxide content,331

we used the maximal WL intensities of the pure Co metal332

spectra (normalized μ = 0.98 at 7727.6 eV) and the CoO333

bulk spectra (normalized μ = 1.5 at 7727.0 eV) as references334

for oxide contents of 0 and 100%, respectively (see second335

inset in Fig. 4). Next, a linear variation between WL and336

c(CoO) was assumed with WL = 0.53 × 10−2 × c(CoO) +337

0.98. Resulting c(CoO) for the different substrates are plotted338

on the right vertical axis in Fig. 5, which can therefore be 339

directly related to the pore diameter d. 340

The oxide fraction c(CoO) deduced from WL intensity 341

analysis decreases linearly from 24.2(±1)% to 5.3(±1)% for 342

the substrates with the largest and smallest pore diameters 343

(d = 78.2 nm and 17.0 nm), respectively. A particular point 344

in Fig. 5 is the sample with d = 23.6 nm (corresponding 345

to Nbcycles = 75), which deviates from the linearity. For this 346

antidot Co is slightly more oxidized than the substrate with 347

larger pore diameter d = 42.6 nm. Indeed, the sample d = 348

42.6 nm has been employed as template for the atomic layer 349

deposition (ALD) of the sample d = 23.6 nm. The deviation 350

from linearity may suggest that oxidation of Co around pores 351

is favored for samples treated additionally with ALD after the 352

double-anodization process. A simple linear relation between 353

c(CoO) and d [Eq. (1)] can be deduced (see the straight line in 354

Fig. 5): 355

c(CoO)(%,±1) = 0.31d, (1)

which highlights the direct relationship between the antidot 356

pore diameter and the degree of Co oxidation. This result is not 357

obvious at first sight. As an explanation, we propose the fact 358

that CoO atoms are preferentially localized around the valley 359

of nanoholes. As a consequence, more the larger the diameter 360

is, the more the CoO content is enhanced. A quantitative model 361

justifying this hypothesis will be introduced in the next part of 362

this study (see Sec. V). 363

B. Edge energy analysis 364

In a second step the variation of the edge energy (here 365

referred to as Eedge, defined as normalized μ = 0.5) was used 366

as to derive the degree of oxidation in the samples. In general, 367

a shift of the absorption edge to higher energies is either an 368

indicator for an increase of the overall oxidation state of the 369

element [43] or a modification of the interatomic bonding 370

environment. In our samples we observed a continuous shift of 371

the edge energy to higher energies with increasing d (see A in 372

Fig. 4). This progressive shift can be interpreted qualitatively 373

with the increasing degree of Co oxidation, in agreement 374

with observed changes in the WL intensities (B in Fig. 4). 375

In Fig. 6 the position of the edge energy as a function of 376

the pore diameter d is shown, revealing again a simple linear 377

relation. Similarly to the method developed above for the 378

white line, we consider a simple linear variation between Eedge 379

and c(CoO), where pure Co [c(CoO) = 0%] corresponds to 380

Eedge for the Co bulk structure (7716.91 eV), since no CoO 381

is detected. The extreme case where Co is fully oxidized 382

[c(CoO) = 100%] is represented by Eedge of the bulk CoO 383

(here 7718.37 eV). Using the assumption that the oxidation 384

of Co is of the form of bulk CoO, c(CoO) is expressed as 385

c(CoO) = 68.49 × (Eedge − 7716.91) [here 68.49 is coming 386

from (100 − 0)/(7718.37 − 7716.91)]. Using this assumption, 387

the content of CoO is found to be 37.7%, for the d = 71.5 nm 388

membrane, which is 50% higher than the value obtained from 389

the analysis of the white line (≈25%;). The replacement of the 390

pure metallic Co standard with the unholed sample spectrum 391

(Eedge = 7717.25 eV) resulted in even higher c(CoO) values 392

(≈49% for d = 78.2 nm). Such high degrees of oxidation in 393

the samples seem however unrealistic considering that XANES 394
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FIG. 6. Position of the Co K-edge energy Eedge as a function of
pore diameter d (left y axis) deduced from Fig. 4 for normalized
sample spectra of Cu/Co/Cu antidots. The right y axis presents the
extracted concentration of oxide content c(CoO) versus pore diameter
d assuming a progressive oxidation of metallic Co in the nanopores.
d = 0 corresponds to the unholed multilayer, the angle α (between �ε
and layer plane) being equal to 45◦.

spectra from all samples are closer to the one of metallic395

Co. The latter suggests that Co metal dominates by far in the396

substrate layers. Therefore only the bulk metallic Co spectrum397

was used to deduce a linear variation between c(CoO) and d,398

which is shown in Fig. 6 on the right and which can be expresses399

as [Eq. (2)]400

c(CoO)(%,±2) = 0.44d − 1.44. (2)

The comparison of results obtained from variations in401

WL intensity and edge energy position reveals that the Eedge402

analysis most likely overestimates values of c(CoO). This403

observation likely stresses the fact that the energy position404

variation of the XAS peaks does not depend linearly on the405

oxidation state. The second point is the improved linearity406

between c(CoO) and d by using the WL method. However,407

in contrast to results obtained from WL intensity fitting408

(Fig. 4), samples fabricated by ALD show no clear deviation409

from linearity between c(CoO) and d for the Eedge analysis410

(Fig. 5). We conclude that the discrepancies between these411

two methods may reflect the differing sensitivities of the two412

XANES features to modification of the interatomic bonding413

environment of the Co substrate inside the pores. Our results414

suggest that the edge energy may be affected to a greater degree415

than the WL intensities. A detailed understanding of how416

changes in the bonding environment and oxidation state affect417

distinct XANES features can be obtained from full multiple418

scattering calculations (FDMNES [49] or FEFF9 [50]) which419

are however out of scope of the present study and will be420

presented elsewhere.421

C. Linear combination fitting422

In contrast to the previous two methods (WL and edge423

energy), linear combination fitting (LCF) takes into account424

the total absorption signal over a distinct energy range and not425

only a certain energy or intensity position. In LCF the total426

absorption of the experimental sample spectrum is remodeled427

using the linear combination of reference spectra. For the LC 428

fitting of sample spectra we followed established procedures 429

[42,43] to extract the oxide content in the Co thin layer as a 430

function of pore size. The normalized XANES sample spectra 431

were fitted in the energy range between 7700 and 7830 eV using 432

one Co metal and one Co-oxide reference spectrum each. The 433

LCF was performed using the program Athena [45], which 434

calculates the relative proportions of end-member spectra in 435

the sample spectra using the following relation [Eq. (3)]: 436

χ (E) = c(Co)χCo(E) + c(Co oxide)χCo oxide(E), (3)

where c(Co) and c(CoO) are the Co and CoO contents ex- 437

pressed in percent. Since Co is either metallic or oxidized, 438

the relation c(Co) + c(Co oxide) = 1 is satisfied. We tested 439

different reference spectra, including bulk Co metal, the 440

unholed Co substrate, CoO bulk, CoO thin film (1.5 nm 441

thickness from Ref. [48]), as well as Co3O4 bulk. The two 442

standard compounds that fit best the sample spectrum were 443

evaluated from the χ2 parameter, which is an indicator for 444

the quality of the fit. Because the measurement uncertainty 445

is difficult to assess for XANES data and the quantification of 446

the independent number of points is not feasible in XANES the 447

absolute value of χ2 cannot be used to evaluate the quality of 448

the fit. Relative changes inχ2 can however be used to determine 449

the best fit from a set of fits. Therefore, a relative reduction of 450

χ2 will indicate whether employed reference compounds are 451

representative for the sample. For the evaluation of the best 452

reference compounds we used the sample spectrum with the 453

highest expected degree of oxidation, i.e., the sample with the 454

greatest pore diameter (78.2 nm). The fitting results of different 455

combinations of reference spectra are presented in Fig. 7, 456

the nature of references being indicated in each graph. χ2
457

values and fractions of reference compounds are summarized 458

in Table I. 459

For the oxide component we found that fits with the 460

Co3O4 standard are generally of poor quality compared to 461

the measured data [Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b)] and exhibit χ2
462

values (>0.3) much higher than ones obtained by using CoO, 463

suggesting that this is not a component present in the sample. 464

This finding is consistent with our previous analysis from 465

Fig. 4. The replacement of Co3O4 with CoO bulk improves 466

significantly the fit quality and reduces the χ2 value in the 467

(0.03–0.05) range [Fig. 7(c) and Fig. 7(d)]. The CoO thin 468

layer reference (1.5 nm) spectrum [Fig. 7(e) and Fig. 7(f)] in 469

turn gives very close fitting results compared to the CoO bulk 470

reference, giving only a slightly higher χ2 value in the (0.05– 471

0.08) range. However, a small deviation of the fit compared 472

to the measured spectrum in the white line region is apparent 473

when the CoO thin layer spectrum is employed, as revealed by 474

arrows in Fig. 7(e) and Fig. 7(f). The CoO thin layer spectrum 475

was obtained from a Pt-Co and CoO-AlOx multilayer substrate 476

reported in Ref. [48]. Additional Co bonding environments 477

such as Pt-Co and Co-Al in the absorption signal of the CoO 478

thin layer spectrum, which are not present in our samples, may 479

explain the lower quality of fits compared to the CoO bulk 480

spectrum. This is the reason why a CoO bulk is favored for the 481

adjustment of XANES data. 482

For the metallic component, we obtained best fitting results 483

by employing the unholed spectrum as the end member [see 484

Fig. 7(d)] compared to ones with the Co bulk spectrum [see 485
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FIG. 7. LCF model fits to the normalized Co K-edge XANES spectra of the antidot with d = 78.2 nm (obtained at α = 45◦). The 6 different
LCF models (red lines) are based on a linear combination of two reference spectra (one for metallic Co end member and one for the Co oxide
end member, as indicated in the legend on the right) to fit the sample spectrum (black lines) [(a)–(f), models 1–6; see also Table I]. Insets in
each figure show zooms in the normalized μ(E) region between 0.9–1.12 to highlight the quality of each fit. The reduced χ2 parameter is a
measure of the quality of the fit and is displayed above each figure.

Fig. 7(c)]. The bulk and the unholed spectrum exhibit several486

differences in distinct spectral features. For example, a small487

glitch at E ≈ 7795 eV and a double peak around the first488

XANES oscillation (for E ≈ 7727.0 eV and 7734.3 eV) are489

only apparent in the unholed Cu/Co/Cu spectrum, highlighted490

with an arrow in Fig. 7(d). The Co bulk spectrum exhibits491

an additional small elevation, after the first XANES peak,492

centered around E ≈ 7733.7 eV, as seen in Fig. 7(c). This493

additional peak may originate hcp Co contributions inside494

the layer probe by the present 45◦ polarized XAS geometry.495

Indeed, hcp Co is sensitive to the measurement geometry496

and exhibits a first XANES peak doublet for polarized XAS 497

measurements close to α = 0◦ (Ref. [51]) while a single first 498

XANES peak is observed for high angles of 70◦ and 80◦
499

(Ref. [51] and present study). The same observations are 500

obtained for our samples in the case of α = 80◦ as developed 501

further in the paper. Clearly, this reason can be excluded. 502

Indeed, these differences might be explained by structural 503

differences such as Co-Cu bonds, or characteristic thin layer 504

bonding environments in general, which lead to a modification 505

of XANES. Since the unholed Cu/Co/Cu multilayer spectrum 506

reproduces best the modulations of different oscillations of 507

TABLE I. Six different models used for adjusting the XANES profile for the 78.2 nm antidot by taking into account a linear combination
of Co and oxide components. Columns: Number of model, nature of pure and oxidized Co, χ2, pure and oxidized Co content in percent. The
values in parentheses indicate the errors.

Considered model Pure and oxidized Co χ2 Co content (%) Oxide content (%)

1 Co and Co3O4 bulks 0.408 82.4 (1.1) 17.6 (1.1)
2 Co unholed and Co3O4 bulk 0.317 84.8 (1.0) 15.2 (1.0)
3 Co and CoO bulks 0.049 74.6 (0.4) 25.4 (0.4)
4 Co unholed and CoO bulk 0.029 77.2 (0.3) 22.8 (0.3)
5 Co unholed and CoO thin layer 0.050 65.4 (0.6) 34.6 (0.6)
6 Co bulk and CoO thin layer 0.080 62.1 (00.7) 37.9 (0.7)
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FIG. 8. (a)–(e) Data and simulated Co K-edge EXAFS profiles for Cu(10 nm)/Co(12 nm)/Cu(10 nm) sputtered on alumina membranes
for different pore diameters d in the (17.0–71.5) nm range. Zooms in the (0.9–1.12) y-axis range are also shown to highlight the good quality
of fits. The model is based on a sum of 2 components of absorption, unholed Cu/Co/Cu and bulk CoO components of absorption. (f) Co and
CoO contents deduced from these fits are plotted as a function of d . In dotted line are represented the CoO and Co contents calculated from a
model developed further [see Eq. (8)]. Here, α = 45◦ and χ 2 are also given in (a)–(e).

sample spectra, it was used as the end member in the LCF508

analysis.509

We found that the degree of oxidation obtained with differ-510

ent end member spectra directly relates to the quality of the fit.511

Oxide contents of models with poor fit quality are generally512

underestimated (models 1 and 2). Oxide contents obtain using513

the CoO thin layer reference spectrum in turn are elevated514

(model 5 and 6) and are close to those from edge energy515

fitting. For the best-fit LCF model (model 4), we obtained516

oxide content that is in good agreement with the one obtained517

from the white line fitting, i.e., 22.8(±1)% and 24.2(±1)%,518

respectively.519

Because of the good fit quality, the unholed multilayer520

and bulk CoO were used as end-members to extract relative521

contents of metallic and oxidized Co in all other antidot522

samples. The LCF fitting results are presented in Fig. 8 together523

with the χ2 values. As for Fig. 7, the models based on bulk Co524

and/or CoO thin layers are less relevant for describing the data525

(curves not shown). A good agreement was obtained for all526

antidot spectra with χ2 being below 0.033. An increase of the527

χ2 with the oxide content and pore diameter is noted. This528

result may indicate that our oxide reference compound cannot529

reproduce with a high degree of accuracy the XANES features.530

We therefore conclude that the oxide bonding environment in531

the ultrathin pores may differ from those of bulk CoO. This 532

may suggest that oxidation in our samples takes place only 533

on the surface of exposed ultrathin Co layers inside the pores. 534

Moreover, as seen in these figures, the higher the pore diameter, 535

the stronger the oxide component. The reason is the progressive 536

oxidation of Co around the pores, causing CoO nanopores. 537

At the same time, χ2 weakly increases with d. This slight 538

increase is simply understood by the existence of pores which 539

makes slightly more difficult the model by including unholed 540

Cu/Co/Cu and bulk CoO. Finally, the values of oxidized CoO 541

content c(CoO) deduced from the fittings are plotted as a 542

function of pore diameter d in Fig. 8(f). These values of c(CoO) 543

are consistent with those appearing in the bottom right part 544

of Fig. 5, coming from the analysis of the white line. This 545

indicates that the 2 analyses lead to the same result. The linear 546

variation of c(CoO) as well as c(Co), appearing in the straight 547

line in Fig. 8(f), are found as the form [Eq. (4) and Eq. (5)] 548

c(CoO)(%,±0.5) = 0.28d + 0.49, (4)

c(Co)(%,±0.5) = −0.28d + 99.50. (5)

A comparable law is obtained from the study of the white 549

line for CoO: c(CoO)(%,±1) = 0.31 × d, which makes our 550
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analysis of XANES by two different methods more robust.551

From the analysis of the white line as well as the edge energy,552

only c(CoO) is derived, whereas both c(Co) and c(CoO) are553

extracted from the LCF method using the absorption signal554

in the (7700–7830) eV range of energy. This model is valid555

for d � 17 nm since we have used the d = 0 membrane in our556

model of linear combination of absorption [Eq. (3)]. Neverthe-557

less, we remark that for d = 0 in Eq. (4) and Eq. (5), expected558

values for Co (≈1) and CoO (≈0) contents are obtained. To559

reiterate, the main result is the progressive oxidation of antidots560

from air oxidation when d is raised. As a consequence, the561

quantity of oxidized Co is tuned by the value of the pore562

diameter. The same result, seen for the d = 23.4 nm membrane563

in Fig. 5, is also observed in Fig. 8. By using the atomic layer564

method, deposition of oxygen at the top of the layer is more565

favored. As a result, the oxidation of Co is more efficient566

especially around the pores. This might explain the increase567

of exchange bias at low temperature for this membrane, as568

detailed in another paper [44]. In fact, at room temperature,569

the enhancement of the coercivity is due to the pinning effects.570

As developed in another paper [44], exchange bias effects571

are revealed by lowering the measurement temperature, due572

to the antiferromagnetic coupling between CoO localized in573

the valley of nanopores and unoxidized Co on the top of574

membranes.575

An important remark is given about the validity of the linear576

combination fitting concerning the choice of the references.577

The model is tested in that study for the best following578

references: CoO bulk for CoO and unholed membrane for579

Co. In fact, the CoO right reference is difficult to be found,580

due to the fact that for instance the oxidation of the pore581

material is disordered (vacancies might be formed in the582

valley of membranes). This aspect leads to the fitted XANES583

measurements slightly differing from the experimental ones.584

Nevertheless, at the end, our model persists in being valid with585

the employed references, and for other studies, the choice of586

appropriate references appears to be important.587

IV. LOCAL ANTIDOT STRUCTURE AND MORPHOLOGY588

The oxidation of antidots when exposed to air has been589

previously reported [41] from the investigation of magnetic590

properties and was proposed to be due to the presence of591

ultrathin deposition layers inside the pores, which prefer-592

entially oxidize. In the present paper, the XANES results593

definitely confirm the presence of oxidized Co in antidots.594

Indeed, the thickness variation of the deposit trilayer inside the595

pore exhibits most likely a crescent shape gradient, which has596

been also proposed in Refs. [46,47]. It is therefore likely that597

oxidation preferentially occurs in the vicinity of the opening598

of the nanopores, where the thickness of the protective Cu599

layer is reduced. Here, we observed the increase of the oxide600

content with increasing pore size from three different analysis601

methods of distinct XANES features. Another important result602

of this study is the discrepancies between the oxide component603

in the XANES spectra and the chosen CoO bulk reference in604

the LCF analysis from a quantitative analysis of absorption605

spectra. Nevertheless, the bulk CoO reference cannot fully606

reproduce the total absorption signal of the XANES spectra.607

This indicates that CoO possibly forms on the surface and608

FIG. 9. Co K-edge XANES normalized profiles for an antidot
sputtered on alumina membranes for d = 78.2 nm, for out-of-plane
(α = 80◦) and intermediate (α = 45◦) polarization geometries. The
angle α is the angle between the layer plane and the x-ray polarization
vector �ε. Note some differences in data around the white lines and the
edge energy (two insets). The curved blue line corresponds to a fit of
the α = 80◦ measurement (in red) with a linear combination of CoO
bulk and unholed Cu/Co/Cu.

as nanoclusters on the ultrathin metallic Co layers. Such a 609

scenario is also consistent with the presence of CoO nanorings 610

forming around the pores due to contact with air. The linearity 611

between oxide content and pore diameter further indicates 612

that the hyperfine Co layer inside the pores increases with 613

increasing pore diameter d as the free surface area of the 614

uncovered Co layer increases. 615

A. Polarized XAS observations 616

Polarized XAS is a powerful tool to characterize in detail 617

anisotropic bonding environments [52], in our case the surface 618

oxidation of Co inside the nanopores and the inclination of this 619

oxidized layer inside the pores. As outlined in Fig. 3, we have 620

performed polarized XAS measurements in 45◦ and 80◦ ge- 621

ometries. Due to the presence of pores which exhibit multilayer 622

surfaces on their walls that are most likely inclined [46,47], we 623

need to distinguish additionally two environments: the Co on 624

the top of the surface (namely Cotop) and Co inside the pores 625

(namely Copore). For α = 45◦, an average of perpendicular and 626

parallel bonds to the substrate surface is sampled, while bonds 627

perpendicular to the substrate surface are sampled for α = 90◦. 628

Indeed, the contribution of the surface atoms on the total XAS 629

signal is as important as the measurement is performed under 630

grazing incidence. Figure 9 compares the XANES signals 631

obtained in 45◦ and 80◦ geometries (black and red spectra, 632

respectively) for the sample with the greatest pore diameter 633

(d = 78.2 nm), since this sample exhibits the highest degree 634

of oxidation and therefore might show the greatest differences 635

in XANES between the two geometries. 636

It seems that there is no preferential orientation of our Co 637

antidots due to weak differences between the two absorption 638

signals recorded for the 2 angles [53]. Nevertheless, we observe 639

several distinct modifications of the absorption signal between 640

the two geometries, including a shift of the edge energy to 641
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FIG. 10. CoO content deduced from 3 different procedures (edge
energy, while line, and linear combination) as a function of pore
diameter d for antidots sputtered on alumina membranes, for an
out-of-plane (α = 80◦) polarization geometry. d = 0 corresponds to
the unholed multilayer.

lower energies, a decrease of the white line intensity, as well642

as a decrease of the amplitude of the first EXAFS oscillation643

when changing from the 45◦ to the 80◦ geometry (see the644

2 insets in Fig. 9). These differences may indicate a higher645

degree of oxidation probed in the 45◦ measurement geometry646

compared to 80◦. This finding indicates that the oxidation of647

Co is preferentially located in the vicinity of nanopores.648

We determined the oxide content in the spectra obtained in649

the 80◦ geometry using the same three methods and approaches650

as outlined above for the spectra collected 45◦, including the651

variations of WL intensities, edge energy position, as well652

as the LCF analysis. Derived relations between c(CoO) and653

pore diameter d for the 80◦ geometry samples are presented in654

Fig. 10. Similarly to the results obtained in 45◦, all methods655

reveal a linear relation between c(CoO) and d. Moreover,656

also in the 80◦ geometry the edge energy method leads to657

overestimated sample oxidation states compared to the WL658

analysis and LCF procedure. Finally, derived slopes of c(CoO)659

versus d from the three methods are smaller for spectra660

measured in 80◦ geometry compared to those measured in the661

45◦ geometry. For example, the oxide content of the sample662

with d = 78.2 nm shown in Fig. 10 is slightly lower in 80◦
663

compared to the 45◦ geometry, decreasing from 22.8(0.6) to664

21.7(0.6).665

The differences between the XANES and degree of oxida-666

tion obtained in the two geometries can be related to different667

bond directions probed inside the pores (Copore). Indeed, the668

oxidation of Co on top of the substrate can be neglected because 669

the Cu deposited layer remains thick at this location and 670

therefore prevents any oxidation. Moreover, the linear increase 671

of the oxide content with pore diameter suggests the oxidation 672

of pore surfaces and the formation of nanorings. At the K 673

edge the photoelectron probes the Co p orbitals parallel to the 674

polarization direction of the beam. In the 80◦ geometry mainly 675

intralayer bonds are probed that are dominated by Co-Co bonds 676

as derived oxide contents are smaller. In contrast, in 45◦ in 677

which a higher degree of oxidation has been obtain, Co p 678

orbitals perpendicular to the thin layer surface are probed, 679

which therefore have to be composed of mainly Co-O bonds. 680

The later observation confirms that oxidation takes place only 681

on the inner pore surfaces at the exposed ultrathin Co layer 682

(Copore oxidized in part with oxygen). Moreover, even if the 683

sample is probably polycrystalline (no preferential direction 684

due to the sputtering process), the observations also indicate an 685

inclination of this layer relative to the substrate surface which 686

is in agreement with the crescent shape proposed in earlier 687

works. 688

The determined relations between CoO contents and pore 689

diameter d extracted from the three different analysis methods 690

and for spectra collected in the two different geometries 691

are summarized in Table II. We have obtained very good 692

least-squares fits to the XANES spectra by using a linear 693

combination of reference spectra, similarly to Ref. [43]. We 694

believe that the linear combination analysis provides a very 695

good estimation of metallic and oxidized Co contents. Our 696

confidence in this model comes the large range of energy 697

and the appropriate reference compounds used in the lin- 698

ear combination method. Moreover, structural investigations 699

performed by polarized XANES studies confirm that Co 700

oxidation preferentially forms at the surface of the inner pore 701

walls. 702

B. Antidot morphology 703

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is another tool used to gain 704

a more detailed local picture of nanometric surface features 705

of antidots. An AFM topography map for a moderate pore 706

diameter is presented in Fig. 11(a). The pore diameter is close 707

to the measured one by SEM (d ≈ 60 nm). Consistent also 708

with SEM observations, a regular hexagonal arrangement of 709

nanopores (p ≈ 105 nm) on the membrane surfaces is evident 710

in the AFM map. In fact, as pointed out by [38], due to the lim- 711

ited detecting ability of the atomic force microscope technique 712

into the nanopores, only the top part of the membrane, as well as 713

the partial view of nanopores, can be imaged by this method. 714

Indeed, the deposition in the antidot arrays is mainly on the 715

TABLE II. Co and CoO contents, evaluated from 3 different methods using the position of the edge energy, the white line, and a linear
combination of adapted references, versus the pore diameter d . Here, intermediate (α = 45◦) and out-of-plane (α = 80◦) polarization geometries
are chosen. The values in parentheses indicate the errors.

from the edge energy from the white line from a linear combination
α (polarization geometries) (±2%) (±1%) (±0.5%)

45◦ c(CoO) = 0.44 × d c(CoO) = 0.31 × d c(CoO) = 0.28 × d + 0.49c(Co) = −0.28 × d + 99.50
80◦ c(CoO) = 0.40 × d − 3.22 c(CoO) = 0.26 × d + 1.47 c(CoO) = 0.25 × d + 0.19c(Co) = −0.25 × d + 99.81
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FIG. 11. (a) Top-view AFM map of sample d = 63.8 nm (corresponding to tetching = 60 minutes) of a surface area of 1000 × 1000 nm2

having a depth resolution of 160 nm. The vertical dimension is expressed as color scale with white being the uppermost and black being the
lowest portions of the sample. Note the hexagonal arrangement of holes and the secondary hexagonal pattern of the nanohills (white dots). (b)
Schematic cross section in the (x,z) plane through a nanohole and adjacent nanohill structures. Abbreviations are as follows: top, Co layer on
substrate surface; L, total length of Co layer in the inner hole walls; L

pores
Co , length of the unoxidized Co layer along the hole walls; L

pores
CoO , length

of the oxidized Co layer in deeper portions of the nanoholes. Here, L = L
pores
Co + L

pores
CoO . Note the nanohill doublet seen on the side of the hole

that has a periodicity of 500 nm.

top and the inner wall of the templates, since the diameter716

is in the nanometric range and the height in the micrometer717

regime. Consequently, no deposited material can reach the718

bottom of the pores. Interestingly, a secondary hexagonal719

network around each nanopore can be distinguished on the720

substrate surfaces, which is composed of 6 white point first721

neighbors surrounding the pore [white dots in Fig. 11(a); see722

also color scale on the right]. Figure 11(b) shows a schematic723

cross section through a nanopore in the (x,z) plane together724

with the surrounding substrate surface [see the straight line in725

Fig. 11(a)]. The antidot surface appears to be modulated with a726

periodic length of the nanohills of ≈50 nm, which is similar to727

AFM observations reported in [54]. The height of nanohills728

relative to the substrate surface reaches between 15 nm as729

deduced from this scale, which is in agreement with previous730

observations [38,54].731

It is well known that the topography of anodic alumina732

membranes is composed of both nanopores as well as sur-733

rounding nanohills (see for example Refs. [5,38,39,54–56]).734

This particular deposition is often observed together with the735

appearance of the crescent shape of the multilayer deposit736

inside the nanopores, as previously assumed in our antidots737

[41] and detailed in [12]. The reason might be explained738

by the double-anodization technique which induces alumina739

nanohills on the top of membranes. Artifacts caused by the740

tip shape could induce particular topology of the antidots,741

as revealed by the AFM view of Fig. 11(b). Consequently,742

conclusions about the morphology around the pores have to743

prudently be discussed. Nevertheless, additional investigations744

performed by SEM when the sample is tilted confirm the cres-745

cent shape of the antidots (views not shown). In addition, the746

curvature of the nanoholes is well described by transmission747

electron microscope measurements for similar antidots studied748

in the literature [31,35].749

V. A MORPHOLOGICAL MODEL 750

A. Model 751

Unfortunately, it appears to be difficult to evaluate both the 752

nature and the quantity of materials along the walls of antidots. 753

As a consequence, an open question is the comparison of the 754

two deposited quantities: one on the top of the antidot (on 755

the undulated antidots) and the second one on the walls of 756

membranes [inclined as sketched in Fig. 11(b)]. The detailed 757

knowledge on the extent and chemical nature of the CoO layer 758

inside the pores is crucial for understanding the nanomagnetic 759

properties of antidots [44]. Specifically, the direction of mag- 760

netic moments is directly related to antidot morphology and 761

chemical composition. Thus, to refine our current picture on 762

the oxidation of ultrathin sputtered transition-metal layers (i.e., 763

Co or Fe) inside nanopores in general, we developed a method 764

to calculate the quantity of material deposited on the substrate 765

surfaces and inner antidot pore wall. Finally we used the model 766

to determine the fraction of deposited material on top of the 767

antidot surface, which is of general interest for antidots. 768

In our model, we assumed a flat sample surface area So of 769

1 cm2, for the top part of antidots, for simplicity of calculations. 770

The density of pores [namely density(pores)] can then be 771

expressed as density(pores) = 1/(p2) due to the symmetric 772

hexagonal arrangement of pores as observed from AFM and 773

SEM investigations. The surface area of metallic Co sputtered 774

only on the substrate surface [see this surface on the top of 775

antidots in Fig. 11(b)] can be calculated from S
top
Co = So − 776

density(pores) × π (d2)/4, with π (d2)/4 the surface area of 777

one pore. Substituting So and density(pores) for our model 778

we derive Stop
Co = 1 − π (d/2p)2 as the surface area of the 779

membrane without pores (with p the period, 105 nm in our 780

case). The total penetration length (L) of the deposited Co layer 781

along the inner pore wall is obtained from L = L
pores
Co + L

pores
CoO 782
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with L
pores
Co being the length of the unoxidized Co layer that783

is covered with a sufficiently thick Cu layer, and L
pores
CoO being784

the length of the oxidized Co layer exposed to air. L, L
pores
CoO ,785

and L
pores
CoO are sketched in Fig. 11(b). The total surface of786

Co sputtered on the inner pore walls can be calculated from787

Spores
Co = (πd × L

pores
Co )/(p2). The total surface of the Co layer788

STotal
Co can then be expressed as789

STotal
Co = 1 − (π/4) × (d/p)2 + (

πd × L
pores
Co

)
/(p2). (6)

As CoO is expected to form only at the deeper portions of the790

pore walls along L
pores
CoO , we derive in the same way as for STotal

Co791

STotal
CoO = (

πd × L
pores
CoO

)
/(p2). (7)

In the following we further assume that the thickness of792

the Co layer remains constant over the length L. Based on793

this assumption the Co and CoO contents can be derived from794

c(Co) = STotal
Co /(STotal

Co + STotal
CoO ) and c(CoO) = STotal

CoO /(STotal
Co +795

STotal
CoO ), respectively. Substituting STotal

Co and STotal
CoO we can bring796

the concentrations in relationship with the pore diameter d as797

well as the pore periodicity p [Eq. (8) and Eq. (9)]:798

c(CoO) = 1

1 + [
p2/(πd) − d/4 + L

pores
Co

]/(
L

pores
CoO

) , (8)

c(Co) = 1

1 + (
L

pores
CoO

)
/
[
p2/(πd) − d/4 + L

pores
Co

] . (9)

In the above expressions we obtain c(CoO) = 0 and799

c(Co) = 1 when d equals 0. Moreover, both c(CoO) and c(Co)800

increase and decrease progressively with d, which is consistent801

with the present structural model and the assumed location of802

CoO in the deeper parts of the pore walls [Fig. 11(b)]. The803

unknown parameters in Eq. (8) and Eq. (9) are the lengths of804

the metallic Co layer on the pore rimsL
pores
Co as well as the length805

of the oxidized Co layer inside the pore L
pores
CoO . We estimated806

L
pores
Co and L

pores
CoO by fitting the experimental data plotted in807

Fig. 8(f) with these two equations (p is fixed at 105 nm in the808

equations). We want to point out that the fits are performed on809

both c(CoO) and c(Co) curves, leading to the same lengths. The810

high-quality adjustments appear in dotted lines in this figure.811

We find values of L
pores
CoO and L

pores
Co of 11.8 nm and 14.1 nm,812

resulting in a total length of L ≈ 26 nm. This result is in very813

good agreement with the maximal penetration depth (L) of814

30 nm suggested for sputtered multilayers by Sousa et al. [5]815

and also reported by Ref. [57]. This agreement suggests that the816

present structural model is appropriate to calculate the length817

of the metallic and oxidized Co layer inside the nanopores.818

Two assumptions have been made in this model: (i) the819

observed nanohill morphology on the substrate surface is not820

taken into account and only a flat surfaces is considered; and821

(ii) in a first approximation the layer thickness was assumed to822

be uniform. We however found that the inclusion of nanohill823

structures into the total surface area may only slightly modify824

the results. If the crescent shape of the multilayer inside825

the pores is taken into account in turn, the model will give826

higher values for the total length and therefore for both L
pores
CoO827

and L
pores
Co of approximately 50%, due to the conservation of828

volume. For instance, an increase of L
pores
CoO and L

pores
Co by 50%,829

i.e., ≈17.7 nm and ≈21 nm, respectively will lead to a total830

length L of ≈40 nm.831

It is also interesting to evaluate the relative proportions of Co 832

atoms deposited inside the nanopores versus those on the top of 833

membranes, namely cwalls and ctop, respectively. In the present 834

study, the walls of the nanopores are composed of both metallic 835

Co and CoO and participate in the cwalls value, whereas only 836

metallic Co is deposited on the top of antidots and contributes 837

to ctop. Starting from the calculations developed above, cwalls 838

and ctop can be easily expressed by the following equations: 839

ctop = S
top
Co

STotal
= 1 − (π/4)(d/p)2

STotal
, (10)

cwalls = Swalls
Co,CoO

STotal
= πdL/p2

STotal
, (11)

where ST otal = 1 − π (d/2p)2 + πdL/(p)2. These equations 840

can be applied to calculate proportions of deposited material 841

inside the pores and on top for any antidot with pore diameter 842

since then d and period p are known. For instance, in the 843

case of our antidots, cwalls varies from 16% to 61% when d 844

is enhanced from 17 nm to 68 nm. This result indicates the 845

important influence of atoms deposited on the walls of antidots 846

for the highest d value. 847

Our model could be easily used in the literature for esti- 848

mating atomic fractions around nanoholes and on the top of 849

membranes. An important remark has to be discussed about 850

the fact that atoms might be deposited by deposition methods 851

using a more favored direction (for instance perpendicular 852

to the layers), such as the e-beam technique. In that case, 853

the deposition of material inside the pores is suspected to be 854

minimal. Nevertheless, our model persists in being applied, 855

resulting in atomic proportions more weak in the valley of 856

nanopores compared to ones found in that present study (using 857

the sputtering technique less directional). 858

B. Comparison model/experiments 859

In the following we compare the p/d ratios to the maximum 860

and minimum values of cwalls and ctop obtained from our models 861

to experimental findings of this study and those reported in the 862

literature (Table III). For the calculation, a penetration depth 863

of L = 40 nm was assumed. We observe, as expected, that the 864

maximum (minimum) of cwalls and minimum (maximum) of 865

ctop are directly related to the lowest (highest) p/d ratio. 866

In order to understand the effect of these quantities on the 867

antidot properties we listed additionally the maximum and 868

minimum ambient temperature coercivities (Hmax
C and H min

C ) 869

of holed antidots and unholed templates (in parentheses) in 870

Table III. Literature values compared here are from antidot 871

substrates that have similar multilayer thickness compared to 872

the samples investigated in this study (indicated in bold in 873

Table III). H min
C and Hmax

C for this study are taken for the 874

sample with the lowest and highest pore diameter, respectively. 875

The direction of the applied magnetic field is systematically 876

orientated following the easy axis, except for Ref. [19]. In 877

this last reference, the large value is explained by the loss of 878

the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy for the high-d regime. 879

Variations of antidot coercivities observed in Table III may 880

however also be related to differences in stacks and in particular 881

in the ferromagnetic or in some cases antiferromagnetic layer 882
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TABLE III. Comparison of structural characteristic and magnetic properties of antidots reported in the literature and determined in the
present study. Listed information of antidots includes type of acid used during synthesis, the multilayer system (thickness in nm), period p and
pore diameter d (in nm), d/p ratio, as well as calculated proportions of material deposited on the substrate surface (ctop, ±2) and walls (cwalls,
±2) in percent from our model [see Eq. (10) and Eq. (11)]. Reported magnetic properties correspond to the minimum and maximum coercivity
H min

C and Hmax
C , as well as the coercivity for the unholed stack in parentheses, and associated references.

Type of acid Systems p (nm) d (nm) p/d cwalls (%) ctop (%) H min
C /Hmax

C at RT References

sulfuric [Co(0.5)/Pt(2)]20 60 9–48 6.67/1.25 24.2/77.1 75.8/22.9 540/1350(140) [19]
sulfuric IrMn(8)/CoFe(10) 60 10–48 6.00/1.25 26.3/77.1 73.7/22.9 217/501(27) [25]
oxalic Co(20–210) 100 35–90 2.86/1.11 32.7/75.7 67.3/24.3 ≈50/503(7) [27]
oxalic CoCrPt(10–20) 105 40–80 2.63/1.31 33.9/62.7 66.1/37.3 420/430(150) [37]
oxalic NiFe(18–138) 105 35–66 3.00/1.59 30.4/52.2 69.6/47.8 70/240(few Oe) [20]
oxalic [NiFe(20–100)/FeMn(15)]10 120 30–80 4.00/1.50 21.6/51.7 78.4/48.3 23/30(11) [26]
oxalic NiFe(10–20) 105 22–65 4.77/1.62 20.6/51.3 79.4/48.7 (few Oe)/40(not given) [28]
oxalic Co(12) 105 17–78 6.18/1.35 16.5/60.9 83.5/39.1 27/880(5) present study

[25,26]. The latter may induce exchange bias effects and a883

potential increase in coercivity.884

Nevertheless, a general observation is the significant in-885

crease of HC with the presence of pores in the substrate.886

Second, Hmax
C also increases with the proportion of material887

deposited inside the pores (cwalls). Starting from these two888

observations, the clear increase of the coercivity is caused by889

the opening of nanostructures, where the pinning of the domain890

walls induces a strong coupling. This leads to an increase891

of the coercivity HC . In fact, the variation of HC with the892

geometrical parameters, namely p and d, is assumed to be893

of the form HC = 1/(p − d), initially predicted by Hilzinger894

and Kronmüller [58]. This type of behavior is currently895

observed for published studies [34,36] in the literature. This896

is simply understood by the fact that the pinning effects897

become more efficient when the magnetic atoms are mainly898

deposited around the nanoholes. Consequently, the more d899

increases, the smaller the value of p − d becomes, causing an900

enhancement of the coercivity according to the previous law.901

A strong magnetic field is necessary to overcome the pinning902

coupling.903

We note also that, for the largest d value, the magnetic904

atomic species located around pores are dominant (50%) in the905

structure, leading to strong coercivity. Moreover, the ratio p/d906

seems also to be a key factor to relate the magnetic properties907

to the antidot structure. In our model the p/d ratio is directly908

related to cwalls in our model [see Eq. (11)]. Indeed, cwalls909

progressively increase with this ratio. We therefore propose910

that the quantities of atoms deposited on the walls of mem-911

branes strongly contribute to the enhancement of the coercivity.912

More details will be discussed in another paper devoted to913

magnetic properties of the Cu/Co/Co antidots, specially by914

varying both the temperature and the magnetic field (ampli-915

tude/orientation), and for a series of different pore diameters,916

in the light of our structural investigations. As known in the917

literature, and for the first time, the exchange bias effect918

was discovered 60 years ago by Meiklejohn and Bean [59],919

for CoO associated with Co, whereas the antiferromagnetic920

coupling is not expected when CoO is replaced by Co3O4. For921

a more comprehensive understanding of exchange bias effects,922

Ref. [60] reviews the phenomenology of such effects, for923

antiferromagnetic/ferromagnetic structures, with in particular924

intensive investigations using CoO as an antiferromagnetic 925

material. 926

VI. CONCLUSION 927

We have synthesized Cu(10 nm)/Co(12 nm)/Cu(10 nm) 928

sputtered on antidots with a range of different pore diameters 929

d (20–80 nm). Conventional pore diameters [d = (40–80) nm] 930

were obtained with the double-anodization technique while 931

weaker d values (20–40 nm) could be achieved with an 932

additional atomic layer deposition treatment of antidots. Re- 933

sulting antidots exhibit a period of the array p of 105 nm. 934

The local structural characteristics of these membranes have 935

been investigated using polarized x-ray absorption near edge 936

spectroscopy (XANES) as well as SEM and AFM microscopy 937

techniques. All membranes exhibit a regular hexagonal net- 938

work of pores, and only substrates treated with the ALD 939

process show slight deviations from a circular pore shape. 940

Polarized XANES allowed us to determine the proportions 941

of metallic Co and CoO in different parts of the membranes. 942

We tested three different analytical methods for this evaluation, 943

including variation of the white line intensity as well as the edge 944

energy, and finally the linear combination fitting procedure. 945

We found that the latter gave the most robust results. We 946

further found that metallic Co is the dominating species on 947

the membrane surface as well as inside the pores. We show 948

the formation of CoO (maximum of 25% of CoO) inside the 949

pore walls, which appears most likely as nanorings. The CoO 950

content increases linearly with the pore diameter. This is related 951

to the crescent shape of the multilayer inside the pores and the 952

reduction of thickness of the uppermost Cu layer that leads to 953

the oxidation of the centered ultrathin Co layer when exposed 954

to the air. We have developed a simple geometrical model to 955

evaluate the proportions and layer length of Co and CoO on the 956

pore rims and inside the pore walls. Moreover, we also provide 957

a simple formula that allows us to determine the proportion of 958

material deposited on top of the surface as well as inside the 959

walls for any antidot from the period p, the pore diameter 960

d, and the penetration length L [see Eq. (10) and Eq. (11)]. 961

The physical properties of nanopores studied in the literature 962

might be in part explained by the atomic proportions thanks 963

to our model. In the case of our antidots, the crescent shape 964
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of the multilayer inside the pores and the presence of CoO965

nanorings induce particular magnetic reversal and exchange966

bias effects at low temperature, as developed in a forthcoming967

paper.968
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